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TRENDS & DEVELOPMENTS IN BIOPROCESS TECHNOLOGY

Separation of Empty and Full Adeno-Associated Virus 
Capsids from a Weak Anion Exchanger by Elution with  

an Ascending pH Gradient at Low Ionic Strength
By Pete Gagnon, Blaž Goričar, Sara Drmota Prebil, Hana Jug, Maja Leskovec, and Aleš Štrancar

ABSTRACT 

Separation of empty and full AAV8 capsids 
was achieved during their elution from 
a weak anion exchanger with an ascend-
ing pH gradient at low conductivity. 

Experimental data suggest elution was mediated 
by loss of positive charge from the exchanger. The 
method produced a full capsid peak with fewer 
empty capsids than elution of a strong anion 
exchanger with a salt gradient. Elution of the weak 
exchanger by sodium chloride gradients or by pH 
gradients in the presence of sodium chloride gave 
inferior separation performance. Pre-elution of 
empty capsids with a pH step allowed full capsids to 
be eluted by salt without compromising separation. 
Loading at intermediate pH prevented empty capsid 
binding and enabled step elution of full capsids in 
a physiological buffer environment.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Anion exchange chromatography (AEC) is documented 

to support varying degrees of separation between empty 
and full capsids for the majority of adeno-associated 
virus (AAV) serotypes[1–10]. The technique is performed 
most commonly on strong quaternary amine (QA) anion 
exchangers eluted with salt gradients at alkaline pH. In 
the presence of excess magnesium ions, the first of two 
major peaks is populated by empty capsids and the second 
is populated either exclusively by full capsids, or by full 
capsids with a lesser proportion of empty capsids[1–4,11]. 
Elution in the absence of magnesium ions similarly pro-
duces an early-eluting empty capsid peak followed by a 
full capsid peak, but the empty capsid peak is usually 
smaller than in the presence of magnesium, and the full 
capsid peak is usually followed by later-eluting empty 
capsids and apparent capsid debris. The full capsid peak 

often contains a subset of empty capsids[11].
Elution of proteins from anion exchangers with 

descending pH gradients at low conductivity has been 
known for more than 40 years[12–16]. As proteins become 
more electropositive with descending pH, they become 
more repellant to the exchanger surface, which eventually 
overcomes the attraction mediated by their negatively 
charged residues. Selectivity is described frequently as cor-
relating with protein isoelectric (pI) point[12–16]. Differences 
in pI have been documented among full and empty cap-
sids for several parvoviruses, including AAV[17–21] but 
descending pH gradient elution has not proven effective 
for separating their empty and full capsids. A compre-
hensive study with structurally-similar minute virus of 
mice (MVM) showed that selectivity was dominated by 
the distribution of charges on capsid surfaces rather than 
their net charge[20]. 

Elution of anion exchangers with ascending pH gradi-
ents at low conductivity hypothetically provides a third 
option, based on the idea that elution should be promoted 
by reducing the positive charge on the anion exchanger. 
Weakly retained proteins should elute earlier than more 
strongly retained proteins, but there are secondary 
restrictions. Proteins become more electronegative at 
higher pH values, which should favor stronger retention 
and counteract the loss of charge from the exchanger. 
Stability of proteins and complex noncovalent assem-
blages like virus particles is also a concern. Strong anion 
exchangers employ QA ligands that maintain their full 
charge up to about pH 11.0, and half their charge at their 
pKa of about pH 13.0. 

Weak anion exchangers offer more potential for 
ascending pH gradient elution because they begin to 
lose charge in a lower range of pH. DEAE (diethylami-
noethyl) is a tertiary amine ligand with a pKa of about 
11.5[22, 23]. It  begins to lose charge at pH values above 9.5, 
embodies half its charge at 11.5, and loses essentially all 
of its charge by pH 13.5. This represents a step in the right 
direction, but the high pH remains a concern. Weaker AEC 
ligands are fortunately known and they offer potential for 
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elution at more moderate pH values. Examples include 
primary amines[24,25]; ligands with combined primary and 
secondary amine functionalities[26]; combined primary, 
secondary, and tertiary amine functionalities[27–30]; and 
ligands combining primary, secondary, tertiary, and QA 
functionalities[13].  

In the present study, we evaluate a novel weak anion 
exchanger developed for ascending pH gradient sepa-
ration of empty and full AAV8 capsids. The content of 
empty and full capsids in eluted AAV peaks is estimated 
in some experiments by calculating the ratio of UV absor-
bance at 260 and 280 nm[31, 32]. Empty and full capsid 
content is estimated in other experiments by cesium 
chloride density gradient ultracentrifugation (DGUC), fol-
lowed by stratigraphic evacuation of the centrifuge tubes 
through  a high-performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC) detector array including UV, intrinsic fluores-
cence, and light scattering[11]. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Samples and Sample Preparation
Triton X-100 lysates of HEK293 cells producing AAV8 

were obtained from The University of Nantes, Center for 
Translational Therapy for Genetic Diseases, INSERM 
UMR 1089, Nantes, France. All lysates were membrane fil-
tered to 0.45 µm prior to chromatography. Host cell DNA 
(chromatin) contamination was reduced in some cases 
by tangential flow filtration (TFF, 300 kDa membrane) 
into 20 mM tris, 500 mM sodium chloride, 5 mM mag-
nesium chloride, 1% sucrose, 0.1% poloxamer 188, pH 8.0; 
then digested with 50 unit/mL of salt-tolerant nuclease 
enzyme (Kryptonase, BIA Separations) at ambient tem-
perature for 16 h in the TFF unit. The retentate was then 
concentrated and diafiltered into 20 mM tris, 200 mM 
NaCl, 1 % sucrose, 0.1 % poloxamer 188, pH 7.5 to remove 
nucleoproteins liberated by DNA lysis, and to reduce con-
ductivity prior to the cation exchange chromatography 
(CEC) capture step. Chromatin contamination was alter-
natively reduced by the addition of prototype positively 
charged particles (CIMasphere H-Bond, BIA Separations) 
at a proportion of 2% (v:v), incubated mixing for 60 min, 
then filtered through a 0.45 µm membrane to remove 
solids. Chromatin reduction is discussed further in[3, 4].

Initial AAV8 purification was performed by CEC on 1 mL 
or 8 mL CIMmultus SO3 monoliths (BIA Separations), run 
on an ÄKTA Pure 25M1 chromatograph with a 10 mm flow 
cell (Cytiva). The sample was acidified to pH 3.5 and then 
filtered through a 0.45 µm membrane, if necessary, to 
remove turbidity. The column was equilibrated to 50 mM 
formic acid, 200 mM sodium chloride, 1% sucrose, 0.1% 

poloxamer 188, pH 3.5, eluted with a linear gradient to 
50 mM formic acid, 2 M sodium chloride, pH 3.5, then 
cleaned with 2 M sodium chloride plus 1 M sodium 
hydroxide. Volumetric flow rate on 1 mL monoliths was 
5 mL/min (5 column volumes (CV)/min). Volumetric flow 
rate for 8 mL monoliths was 20 mL/min (2.5 CV/min). 

2.2. Anion Exchange Fractionation  
of Empty and Full AAV8 Capsids

The study was conducted with two different anion 
exchange ligands. QA-based strong anion exchangers 
were used as experimental controls (100 µL CIMac AAV or 
1 mL CIMmultus QA, BIA Separations). They were equil-
ibrated with 50 mM bis-tris-propane, 2 mM magnesium 
chloride, 1% sucrose, 0.1% poloxamer 188, pH 9.0. They 
were eluted with a linear salt gradient to 50 mM bis-tris-
propane, 2 mM magnesium chloride, 200 mM sodium 
chloride, 1% sucrose, 0.1% poloxamer 188, pH 9.0, rinsed 
with water, then cleaned with 2 M sodium chloride plus 
1 M sodium hydroxide. Volumetric flow rate was 10 CV/
min. Other experiments were conducted under identical 
conditions except magnesium chloride was omitted from 
the buffers. 

A novel weak anion exchange ligand, PrimaS (BIA 
Separations), was used to evaluate potential for elution 
by ascending pH (100 µL CIMac or 1 mL CIMmultus). 
For pH gradient experiments, the column was equili-
brated with 10 mM bis-tris-propane, 10 mM tris, 2 mM 
magnesium chloride, 1% sucrose, 0.1% poloxamer 188, 
pH 8.0 (conductivity ~1 mS/cm). After sample applica-
tion and washing the column with equilibration buffer, 
virus was eluted with a linear gradient to 10 mM bis-
tris-propane, 10 mM tris, 2 mM magnesium chloride, 
1% sucrose, 0.1% poloxamer 188, pH 10.0 (conductivity 
~2 mS/cm). The column was rinsed with 1 CV water then 
cleaned with 1 CV of 50 mM sodium hydroxide plus 1 M 
sodium chloride. The water rinse is important to prevent 
formation of insoluble metal hydroxides at the interface 
between metal-containing buffers and sodium hydrox-
ide. Flow rate was 10 CV/min. In other experiments, the 
column was eluted under identical conditions, except 
the magnesium chloride was omitted. Experiments with 
salt gradient elution were performed under conditions 
identical to the strong anion exchanger. Variations from 
any of the above-discussed conditions are noted in the 
discussion (section 3).

Experiments with 1 mL CIMmultus monoliths were 
performed on the ÄKTA chromatograph described above. 
Experiments with 100 µL CIMac monoliths were per-
formed on a PATfix LPG HPLC system (BIA Separations) 
with integrated multiple wavelength detector (MWD) 
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UV-vis detector (190–700 nm, 8-channel deuterium 
lamp, 50 mm flow cell path length), conductivity, and 
pH monitor. It was further equipped with a Prominence 
RF-20A (200–650 nm) dual wavelength fluorescence 
detector (Shimadzu) and a DAWN HELEOS II multi-angle 
light scattering detector (Wyatt Technology). UV absor-
bance was monitored at 260 and 280 nm. Light scattering 
was measured at an angle of 90°. Intrinsic fluorescence 
was monitored at an excitation wavelength of 280 nm 
and an emission wavelength of 348 nm. 

2.3. Analysis by Density Gradient Ultracentrifugation
Cesium chloride DGUC was performed on selected 

chromatography fractions as described in[11]. In brief, sam-
ples containing about 1E+11 vector genomes were mixed 
with concentrated cesium chloride to obtain an AAV 
sample in 3.0 M cesium chloride. Centrifugation was per-
formed with a Sorvall WX 90+ ultracentrifuge (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific) using 11.5 mL polyethylene centrifuge 
tubes in a T890 fixed-angle rotor, at 53,500 rpm for 
24 h at room temperature. Stratigraphic analysis was per-
formed by piercing the top of the tube with a hypodermic 
needle extending to the bottom, and venting the tube with 
another hypodermic needle at the top. Contents were 
pumped at 1 mL/min into a PATfix LPG HPLC system with 
the same monitors and settings used for HPLC. Cesium 
chloride density was measured indirectly by conductivity. 
The higher the conductivity, the higher the density of the 
cesium chloride in the corresponding strata.

2.4. Polymerase Chain Reaction
Vector DNA content of capsids for selected fractions 

was measured using the methods of Dobnik et al.[33] on 
a QX200 digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) equipped with 
QuantaSoft version 1.7.4 software (Bio-Rad Laboratories).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Reference Separation of Empty and Full 
Capsids on a Strong Anion Exchanger

Figure 1 illustrates AAV8 elution profiles on a strong 
anion exchanger (CIMac AAV) eluted with a sodium chlo-
ride gradient. Profile A was prepared without magnesium 
in the equilibration and gradient buffers. Profile B was 
prepared with 2 mM magnesium sulfate in the buffers. 
A peak dominated by empty capsids eluted first in both 
experiments. The ratio of UV absorbance at 260 and 
280 nm was 0.62, which placed it in the typical range 
of 0.6–0.7 for empty capsids. A peak dominated by full 
capsids followed. Its 260/280 ratio of 1.32 was in the 
typical range of 1.3–1.4 for full capsids. 

The influence of metal ions on AEC of AAV capsids has 
not yet been fully characterized, but Figure 1 shows that 
they weaken retention, causing both empty and full capsid 
peaks to elute at lower conductivity while approximately 
maintaining the separation between them. This seems 
likely to reflect charge modification of metal-binding 
sites on the capsid proteins[34]. Association of positively 
charged metal ions would logically reduce the magnitude 
of local negative charge. Reduced negative charge would 
be expected to reduce the attraction to positively charged 
anion exchange surfaces. Metal affinity interactions are 
much stronger than electrostatic interactions. This is 
indicated by strong protein and DNA binding to metal 
affinity columns at salt concentrations ranging from 1 M 
to saturation[35,36]. The effects of magnesium binding on 
net surface charge of AAV capsids would therefore be 
expected to persist across salt gradients.

Figure 1 also shows a metal-mediated redistribution of 
capsids that points to a separate effect. A smaller empty 
capsid peak and a higher proportion of late-eluting debris 

FIGURE 1. Separation of empty and full AAV8 capsids by a sodium chloride gradient on a strong anion exchanger 
(CIMac AAV) at pH 9.0: (A) in the absence of magnesium ions; and (B) in the presence of 2 mM magnesium ions.

.A .B
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was observed in the absence of magnesium (profile A). 
Given that magnesium and calcium ions both stabilize full 
AAV capsids[9,37,38], the same might be expected for empty 
capsids, with the further expectation that a deficiency of 
metal ions would leave them less stable. This hypothesis 
was supported by the ratio of UV absorbance at 260 and 
280 nm in the later-eluting debris population being atyp-
ical of either empty or full capsids. Nearly equivalent UV 
absorption at both wavelengths showed a higher propor-
tion of DNA than empty capsids, but a higher proportion 
of protein than full capsids. Dissociation of only empty 
capsids would be expected to produce a wavelength ratio 
similar to intact empty capsids. A lesser debris field in 
the presence of magnesium (profile B) may have been 
resident in the original sample or it may have resulted 
from the stress of chromatography at pH 9.0.

3.2. Separation of Empty and Full  
Capsids on the Weak Anion Exchanger 

Similar results were produced by elution of the weak 
exchanger (CIMac PrimaS) with an identical salt gradi-
ent, except that the capsids eluted at lower conductivity. 
This fit with an expectation that the weak exchanger 
would become less positively charged at alkaline pH. 
Separation between empty and full capsids was slightly 
inferior to the strong anion exchanger. Gradient opti-
mization on the weak exchanger might have improved 
the separation. A 2007 study reported that DEAE eluted 
with a salt gradient produced better separation of empty 
and full capsids than a strong anion exchanger[10]. This 
could be interpreted to imply that other weak exchangers 
should do the same. No trend has emerged to suggest that 
this is generally the case, but the notion that different 
exchanger chemistries require individual optimization 
still makes sense.

Figure 2 illustrates ascending pH gradient elution 
profiles from the weak anion exchanger (CIMac PrimaS) 
without magnesium (profile A), and with 2 mM magne-
sium (profile B). Results in the absence of magnesium 
were distinct from salt gradient elution in several respects. 
The first peak was much smaller and the UV absorption 
ratio showed a higher proportion of DNA than is usual 
for empty capsids. The full capsid peak was sharper and 
more concentrated but its resolution from later-eluting 
debris was reduced. Results in the presence of magnesium 
were similar to salt gradient elution. The elution order 
of empty and full capsids was the same. The presence 
of magnesium had the expected effect of causing earlier 
elution. The UV absorption ratios of empty and full peaks 
were the same as obtained with salt gradient elution of 
the strong exchanger.

Figure 3 illustrates pH gradient elution of a differ-
ent AAV8 in the presence of magnesium, monitored for 
intrinsic fluorescence and light scattering, in addition 
to UV. Light scattering revealed that the peak at 7 min 
contained either no intact capsids or very few. This sup-
ports the hypothesis that species eluting after the full 
capsid peak represent capsid debris. Its 260/280 ratio 
indicates a higher relative protein content than the debris 
peak observed with salt gradient elution in the presence 
of magnesium (Figure 1B). This suggests that there was 
more debris from empty capsids than from full capsids. 
Together with Figure 2, these results suggest two prelim-
inary conclusions: First, that low conductivity exposure 
at alkaline pH reduces capsid stability to a greater extent 
than exposure to moderate conductivity at alkaline pH. 
This is consistent with formulation studies showing that 
low conductivity adversely affects capsid stability[39–41]. 
Second, the results further suggest that empty capsids 
are less stable than full capsids. This merits further 

FIGURE 2. Separation of empty and full AAV8 capsids by an ascending pH gradient on a weak anion exchanger 
(CIMac PrimaS): (A) in the absence of magnesium ions; and (B) in the presence of 2 mM magnesium ions. 
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investigation, but it is consistent with the idea that empty 
capsids are empty because they are deficient or aberrant 
in some way.

These results also raise a practical question: If capsids 
are less stable at low conductivity, then why elute them in 
a low conductivity gradient? The practical answer is illus-
trated by Figure 4, which shows that pH gradient elution 
reduces empty capsid content of the full capsid peak to a 
greater extent than salt gradient elution. Given that the 
pH range of capsid elution is close to 9.0 in both cases, 
it seems unlikely that pH gradient separation removes 
empty capsids more effectively because a subset of them 
has different charge characteristics. It seems more likely 
that the stress created by the combination of low con-
ductivity and alkaline pH dissociates a subset of empty 
capsids that elute later as debris. 

3.3. Elution Mechanism
Figure 5 shows results from a series of experiments 

in which CIMmultus PrimaS was equilibrated at various 
pH values in the absence of excess salt. Then a buffer was 
introduced with the same buffering species and pH but 
also including 1 M sodium chloride. Introduction of salts 
to ion exchange columns is known to produce so-called 
pH transients[42–46]. Chloride ions displace hydroxide 
counterions that were previously associated with the 
solid phase. This temporarily elevates pH. The amount 
of charge on the exchanger, which is a function of pH, 
determines the amount of hydroxide counterion it binds 
during equilibration. The magnitude of the pH transient 
can be used as an indirect measurement of the amount 
of charge on the exchanger at any given pH value. A large 
pH transient was observed at pH 7.5, less at pH 8.0, more 

FIGURE 3. Separation of empty and full AAV8 capsids by an 
ascending pH gradient on a weak anion exchanger (CIMac 
PrimaS) in the presence of 2 mM magnesium ions with 
simultaneous monitoring by UV, intrinsic fluorescence, light 
scattering (LS), and pH. 

.A
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of full capsid peak contents by 
cesium chloride DGUC analysis: (A) contents of the full 
AAV8 capsid peak from CIMmultus QA eluted with sodium 
chloride; and (B) contents of the full AAV8 capsid peak from 
CIMmultus PrimaS eluted with an ascending pH gradient.
NOTES: IFL indicates intrinsic fluorescence; LS indicates light 
scattering; conductivity (mS/cm) is a surrogate indicator of cesium 
chloride density; HD indicates populations of higher density than 
full capsids; and LD indicates a population of lower density than 
empty capsids.

FIGURE 5. Magnitude of pH transients produced by introduc-
ing 1 M salt to CIMmultus PrimaS at the indicated equilibra-
tion pH values. The 1 M salt was administered in a buffer with 
the same buffering agent and pH as the equilibration step.
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dramatic reduction at pH 8.5 and 9.0, with no apparent transient at pH 9.5. 
Taking pH 9.5 as the point at which the positive charge on the exchanger 
becomes negligible, this would put the apparent pKa at about pH 7.5. 

Elution by loss of charge from the exchanger should produce overall 
selectivity similar to salt gradient elution, with weaker-binding species 
eluting first. This creates an expectation that pH and salt concentration 
should work cooperatively to improve the separation. This proved not to 
be the case. Inclusion of fixed sodium chloride concentrations during pH 
gradient elution caused capsids to elute at lower pH values as expected, but 
the quality of the separation was reduced. Separation with salt gradients 
was compromised when operating pH was reduced from pH 9.0 to 8.0, 
and compromised more at pH 7.0. A combined ascending pH-salt gradient 
eluted all capsids in a single peak. These results provide a worthy reminder 
that separations are not purely functions of buffer conditions. They also 
depend on the charge characteristics of the species being separated which, 
as demonstrated by MVM[20], may defy simple predictions. For AAV, present 
results suggest that alkaline pH is necessary to support AEC-based sepa-
ration of empty and full capsids, no matter what the elution mechanism.

Virtually all reported AEC separations of empty and full capsids are 
performed at alkaline pH. Most are in the range of pH 8.5 to 9.0, but 
some serotypes benefit from elution at pH 10 or above[7]. Remarkably, 
the same pattern is seen with AAV on cation exchangers. Most serotypes 
do not bind cation exchangers sufficiently at alkaline pH to support salt 
gradient elution, but a single exception was reported with a recombinant 
serotype that bound at pH 8.5[8]. It was eluted in a sodium acetate gra-
dient. Elution order was reversed from anion exchange as expected, but 
good separation of empty and full capsid peaks was obtained. All of these 
results are consistent with a hypothesis that full capsids have a higher net 
negative charge than empty capsids at alkaline pH. They do not point to 
an intuitive explanation for that differential. Neither do they explain why 
a different subset of empty capsids has the same AEC retention behavior 
as full capsids. However, they do focus interest on a need to better under-
stand the origins of charge differentiation between empty and full capsids.

Data from salt gradients at different pH values revealed an additional 
point of interest. Capsids bound and eluted from the weak exchanger at 
pH 8.0 required more salt for elution than capsids bound and eluted at 
pH 9.0. Capsids bound and eluted at 7.0 required more salt for elution 
than capsids bound at pH 8.0. These findings are consistent with Figure 5. 
They indicate that more salt is required to overcome stronger electrostatic 
interactions. They also imply that binding capacity of the weak exchanger 
should be greater at pH 7.0 and lower with increasing pH.

3.4. Method Development 
The potential issue of capsid stability at alkaline pH and low conductiv-

ity points to a solution where pH is elevated sufficiently to remove empty 
capsids, then full capsids are eluted in the presence of salt to minimize 
stress. Figure 6 illustrates a series of chromatograms where PrimaS was 
loaded at pH 8.0, then washed at pH 8.5 (profile A), 8.6 (profile B), and 8.7 
(profile C). At pH 8.5, a minority of empty capsids eluted in the wash. The 
majority eluted at the beginning of the elution gradient, poorly separated 
from the full capsid peak. At pH 8.6, the majority of empty capsids eluted 

FIGURE 6. The influence of wash pH 
on the elimination of empty AAV8 cap-
sids before elution of full capsids by an 
ascending pH gradient (CIMac PrimaS). 
All columns equilibrated and loaded at 
pH 8.0: (A) washed at pH 8.5; (B) washed 
at pH 8.6; and (C) washed at pH 8.7.
NOTE: The dotted vertical markers indicate 
that point at which UV dominance shifts 
between 260 and 280 nm.
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in the wash. Only a minority remained and were eluted 
at the beginning of the pH gradient. At pH 8.7, the empty 
capsid peak was eliminated entirely by the wash. When 
washed at pH 8.8 (not shown), a large proportion of full 
capsids was eliminated with the empty capsids.

Figure 7 demonstrates two extensions of the same 
basic rationale. Instead of washing at elevated pH values, 
PrimaS was equilibrated at pH 8.6 to prevent empty cap-
sids from binding. Full capsids were then eluted with a 
step at physiological conditions to prevent exposure of 
the full capsids to higher pH values and provide stabiliza-
tion through higher conductivity. Figure 5 instructs that 
the elution buffer should have excess buffer capacity to 
compensate for the pH transient that would be formed by 
the increase in salt concentration. The elution step could 
be replaced with a salt gradient, at least during method 

FIGURE 7. Loading AAV8 capsids at pH 8.5 to pre-
vent binding of empty capsids, then elution with a 
step to physiological conditions (CIMac PrimaS).

development, to help identify the most favorable condi-
tions. Otherwise, step elution would provide the highest 
concentration of full capsids.

Overall, the approach of elevating pH to minimize 
empty capsid content and then elute full capsids in the 
presence of salt represents the most gentle of all anion 
exchange options. Strong anion exchangers eluted with 
salts elevate conductivity during elution, but the capsids 
are exposed to high pH and low conductivity from the 
time of sample equilibration and throughout the duration 
of sample loading. Samples can be loaded onto PrimaS at 
lower pH values, and then exposed to relatively moderate 
pH to remove empty capsids before eluting full capsids 
in the presence of salt. 

4. CONCLUSIONS
A weak anion exchange with an estimated pKa of about 

pH 7.5 was evaluated for separation of empty and full 
AAV8 capsids. Elution with an ascending pH gradient 
at low conductivity permitted more effective reduction 
of empty AAV8 capsids than salt gradient elution of the 
weak exchanger or salt gradient elution of strong anion 
exchangers. Ascending pH gradient elution of capsids 
from the weak exchanger appeared to result from reduc-
tion of the positive charge of the anion exchange groups. 
Indications of reduced capsid instability in the combined 
presence of alkaline pH and low conductivity encouraged 
development of methods to avoid those conditions. In 
one experiment, empty capsids were eluted with a low 
conductivity step to a pH of about 8.5, after which full 
capsids could be eluted at pH 8.5 or less in the presence 
of salt. In a related format, the column was equilibrated 
to pH 8.5. Empty capsids failed to bind. Full capsids were 
eluted with a step to physiological conditions.
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